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Personal shoppers are welcome, we accept all major credit and debit cards or PayPal. Cash is not accepted.
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3-in-1 shopping trolley with seat

If you don't agree this is the most stable walker / shopping trolley available in the UK we will give you your money back!!

The only 6 wheel shopping trolley with a comfortable & stable seat!!

Following unique features:

	parking and walking brake
	comfortable & stable seat
	4 easy glide swivel wheels
	NEW telescopic handle (34" - 39")
	folds flat within seconds
	perfect walking aid


Trolley Dimensions & Technical details:

	Height of seat from floor 19 inches
	Folded size max length 39 inches
	Bag size height 12 inches x width 14 inches
front to back 19 inches
	Weight tested to 25 stone


Buy in confidence.

14 day money back guarantee if returned in as new condition in original box * (buyer pays postage)







      

      


      

  




  



        
          
            
              

                

                

  
    

    
  
    
    
          
        

Don't just take our word for it!

I thought you'd be interested to hear about my 80 year old mother. She bought one of your company's shopping buggies in March 2018 in advance of knee replacement surgery to help her with walking & shopping. Since then she has used it daily (yes even throughout COVID times) & loves it as it gives her confidence in walking, being able to sit & rest, as well as providing space for her shopping.

Recently she has convinced both her neighbour and also her best friend to purchase one & they are now leading the way in stylish shopping buggies in Northallerton! They also seem to have become local characters in town as they regularly park up & sit whenever they feel the need!

Thanks to you & your company for improving her quality of life.
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Prestige Ultimate Shopper

Walk, Rest & Shop with the Prestige Ultimate Shopping Trolley!

Watch the video to see this unique shopping trolley in action...










      

      


      

  




  



        
	
	    
    		
    			Testimonials
    		
    	

    	
    			
    				 "On the 6th of June at ten minutes to ten a large exciting parcel arrived. At this point I must say I was rather apprehensive as I had sent for a shopping trolley from another company that was not fit for purpose, from a another company that...

    			
	
    				 "Received my trolley just before my Occupational therapist was due to take me out with the rollator, she is now so impressed with the trolley that the rollator Is going back. I love it, and feel very secure using it. Thank you so much, worth...

    			
	
    				 "Thank you for the very quick delivery of the Prestige Ultimate Shopper which will certainly transform my life! This was recommendd to me by my friend which she finds the trolley to be invaluable! Thank you, Mary" 

    			
	
    				 
   
 
 "I ordered this prior to going on holiday in Portugal hoping it would be less cumbersome than my husband's (he had parkinson's) to use. It was easy for the plane,not too heavy for my daughter to lift and easy for any coaches used and...

    			
	
    				 "My mother is 88 years old and uses her trolley every day as not only for her shopping but also a walking aid. She has bought various walkers/ shopping trollies but  she finds your shopping trolley is the most stable and comfortable to use! it...
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Prestige Engineering Unit 8, Watkins Close, Buckwin Square, Burnt Mills Estate, Basildon, Essex SS13 1BJ
Email [email protected] | Privacy Policy | Terms & Conditions | Contact Us | Site Map
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Orderline 01268 726661 (Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm)
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